MOORPOOL DalEK
Newsletter of Moor Pool Residents' Association

1.

'TEA & BUN' PARTY
The 'Tea

& Bun' Party held in the Moor Pool

Hall on 1st October was a great success. Over
100 members andresidents came along for tea
and gossip, and many of the clubs and organisations on the Estate were represented. Many
thanks to all those who helped organise it, and to
Harborne Tenants for lending us the Hall and the
historical exhibits.

TRAFFIC NEWS
A Committee member went along to the City
Engineers Dept to enquire about progress on
plans to make some changes to the traffic flow
through the Estate.
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REGISTERED RENTS:

All rents af,e assessed and agreed by the local
Rent Officer, who is required to take account of
all local conditions. The rent he sets is based on
the property, not on the tenanfs ability to afford
the rent. He is not expected or allowed to consider the financial position of the tenant.
If rent increases creates problems for tenants,
they have full access to allowances offered by the
Government. Such allowances are an entitlement
- they are not charity. HT are happy to assist tenants in their dealings with the Benefit Office.
Short term hardships have always been considered favourably by the Company.
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4. PETS IN RENTED PROPERTIES:
HT have found that pets can very occasionally
On September22nd, your Chairman wrote to
cause problems including noise. Future letting
Peter Jordan, a Director of Harborne Tenants Ltd,
agreements may have a clause prohibiting pets.
setting out some issues which have been raised
This clause could be waived in certain circumby members. The four topics and replies are sumstances, and owners of dogs for the blind or the
marised below - copies of both letters are availdeaf will always be treated sympathetically.
able for you to read at the Post Office.
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